Dystopian Society Novels
(Ages 12-18)
Matched
By Ally Condie
Cassia has always trusted the
Society to make the right
choices for her, including her
perfect match. But a glitch at
her Matching ceremony leaves
her questioning the Society and
falling for someone else.

The House of the
Scorpion
By Nancy Farmer
In a future where humans
despise clones, Matt enjoys
special status as the young clone
of El Patrón, the 142-year-old
leader of a corrupt drug empire
nestled between Mexico and the
United States.

Salt

The Iron Thorn

By Maurice Gee
Hari is determined to rescue his
father from Deep Salt. Peal is
fleeing an arranged marriage.
Both are hiding mysterious
abilities, and their paths cross
as they plunge into the secrets
of Deep Salt.

By Caitlin Kittredge
Coming from a family where her
mother and brother have gone
mad on their sixteenth birthdays,
Aoife tries to fight her fate in a
city ruled by the Proctors and
haunted by strange beasts.

The Goodness Gene

Noughts and Crosses

By Sonia Levitin
Will questions his society which
values genetic fitness above all
else and removes those who do
not fit in the perfect world Will’s
father has created.

By Malorie Blackman
A Romeo and Juliet style
romance in which Sephy, a ruling
Cross, and Callum, an inferior
Nought, fall in love.

The Silenced
By James DeVita
In a heavily supervised and
restricted society, Marena
decides to fight back against
the Zero Tolerance party and
forms a resistance group – The
White Rose.

Jacob’s Ladder
By Brian Keany
Jacob awakes in a field
knowing nothing but his name.
When he ventures to a nearby
village, he realizes everyone
there is suffering from amnesia
too.

Incarceron
By Catherine Fisher
Finn, trapped in a prison that is
very much alive, and Claudia, a
warden’s daughter on the
outside, find matching keys that
allow them to talk to each other
and plot escape.

Sharp North
By Patrick Cave
Mira lives in a quiet rural society
until she sees a woman
murdered and finds a list of
names that make her
increasingly suspicious that
things are not as they seem.

